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Elite Mac Care announces Personal Training Services for Switchers
Published on 07/23/07
Elite Mac Care is a unique service for those switching from Windows to Mac or simply
needing help. Instruction can range from basic operations, all the way up to trouble
shooting common issues. Elite Mac Care also offers purchasing help (Purchasing Care) when
buying a new Mac, guiding you through the maze of models, services, and warranties. This
service comes with a free one-hour Getting Started lesson for your new Mac. We offer fast,
prompt, and extremely reasonable pricing for our services.
Elite Mac Care is a unique service for those switching from Windows to Mac or simply
needing help. Whether it be in the clients home, office, over the phone or iChat, Elite
Mac Care is here to help with all Apple(TM) products, personal training and shopping
requirements. Additionally, we can work with clients at our New Jersey office, or via a
public place. Group training is available as well, and we will supply free Wi-Fi Internet
access for the entire lesson.
Instruction can range from basic operations, all the way up to trouble shooting common
issues. Elite Mac Care also offers purchasing help (Purchasing Care) when buying a new
Mac, guiding you through model options, services, and warranties. This service comes with
a free one-hour Getting Started lesson for your new Mac. We offer fast, prompt, and
extremely reasonable pricing for our services.
Getting Started Care: $75 for one-hour lesson. (Purchase before computer and receive FREE
Purchasing Care.)
* Overview of the clients new Mac and the computer's basic functions.
* Email, Internet, Chat, and Set Up reviewed.
Purchasing Care: $75 for guidance on one complete system bundle purchase.
* Acting as the clients personal Mac tour guide, help them through product options,
warranties, and the buying process.
Troubleshooting Care: $75 the first hour; $50 each additional hour.
* We will work diligently to solve any issues, from Email to Internet connectivity.
* We provide quick telephone support for small issues as well.
Elite Mac Care lessons will ensure our clients take full advantage of everything the Mac
has to offer. Whether your passion is digital music, movies, photos, or simply getting
things done, we will show you how the Mac can enhance your computing experience and
enhance productivity.
Elite Mac Care:
http://www.elitemaccare.com/
Elite Mac Care Services :
http://www.elitemaccare.com/Services.html

Based in New Jersey, Elite Mac Care was founded in 2007 for the purpose of providing
personal productivity services, with a major emphasis on total customer satisfaction.
Through the power of the Internet along with the basic equipment Mac's have inside them,
Elite Mac Care delivers it's services to their clients. Apple and the Mac logo are
trademarks of Apple, Inc. registered in the U.S. and other countries.
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###
Elite Mac Care
www.elitemaccare.com
888-213-8114
redapplemac@aol.com
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